
Warning

Phrozen Dental Wash+
Versatile Cleaning Solution for Dental 3D Printing

Before You Start01
▎Place the machine on a clean and level surface.
▎Put both the washing baskets into the tank.
▎Please make sure to wear protective goggles, gloves, masks, and long-sleeved clothing 
    when handling the machine.
▎Pour in an appropriate amount of alcohol (95%) or isopropyl alcohol/IPA (99%).
▎Cover the tank when the machine is in use to avoid splashing and objects falling.
▎Keep the tank covered to avoid alcohol evaporation when the machine is not in use.

Rated Power：Max 48 W
Input Voltage：24 V DC ; 2 A
Product Dimension：28.5 x 39 x 40 cm
Weight：9 kg

Washing Tank Size：25 x 18.5 x 25 cm
Liquid Capacity：Up to 7 L / Tank
Timer：0 ‒ 100 min

*All specifications have been tested in a laboratory. Certain specifications are subject to change without
  prior notice. For the latest update, please refer to Phrozen’s official website.

Specifications

Instructions02
Wash Together with Building Plate：Simply position your building plate on the rim of the washing basket.
Wash with Prints Placed on the Washing Basket：Remove the printed objects from your building plate and  
carefully place them inside the washing basket. Ensure that models are not stacked on top of one another 
to prevent any cleaning damage.
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Please disconnect the power before replacing the alcohol (cleaning fluid) and before cleaning the machine.
DO NOT pour resins or other liquid except alcohol (cleaning fluid) into the washing tank.
Avoid direct contact with skin to prevent allergies.
In case of contact with resin and alcohol (cleaning fluid), please rinse immediately with plenty of water.
DO NOT remove prints from the tank when the machine is running.

Please store the alcohol/IPA and machine away from high temperatures and ignition sources, 
including open flames, heat sources, or sparks, to prevent fire and explosion.

A
B

Click on the "Wash" button.
Select which washing tank you'd like to use, or select both Tank A & Tank B if you opt to use both tanks 
for completing the cleaning process.
Manually set the wash times for each washing tank. Alternatively, click on the "Module" button and choose 
a pre-set washing profile that you've previously input.
Click on the "Start" button to begin the cleaning process. 
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Pre-set Your Washing Profile

Go to the "Settings" 
menu, then select 
Module Settings  .

Click on the "Add" button 
to add the washing profile.

Input the name of your 
washing profile along with 
their speed level and 
wash time.
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Tips :
Always wash printed objects smaller than 1 cm with the building plate to prevent them from falling into the propellor.▎
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